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Development

EDITORIAL
January 1982 willbe remembered as the month
in which tens of thousands of B.C. taxpayers joined
the tax revolt. The finalstrawwas sky-high property
assessments. Homeowners reacted individually and
collectively, flooding the Assessment Authority with
appeals.
So great was the deluge that politicians sensed a
bandwagon to clamber aboard, and proceeded to
do so with totalabandon. Mayors appealed
assessments for their entire municipalities, while
t-,'provincial cabinet ministers stated publicly that they
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David Morgan picked
up on a head -office promotional item
recently, and decided to present Nova
Scotia's own Colden Cobbler awards.
Apparently it's a matter of the right idea
at just the right time: the first award
- a
to PremierJohn Buchanan for buying
$1.6 million aircraft for the use of senior
government officials
received
- public
tremendous media and
approval. David was interviewed by
newspapers and three radio stations
(the story was picked up as far away as
the Edmonton Journal), and even a
government employee or two phoned
to express agreement. Although David's
well-designed Colden Cobbler
certificate may not end up framed on
Premier Buchanan's wall, it has served
its purpose in pointing out needless
spending to Nova Scotia's concerned
HALT Halifax

'-.

would appeal their personal assessments. The
media lapped it up, apparently unconscious of the
irony of spenders suddenly screaming about costs.
Then eventually, behind allof the excitement and
newspaper headlines crying "Taxpayer Revolt"
came a call to revamp the entire assessment
procedure. We at HALT couldn't agree more.lt's a
perfect time to ask fundamental questions, the most
obvious being, "What on earth does the value of my
home have to do with the amount of taxes Imust
pay?" A simple example illustrates,n"

axpayers.

Bruce Knapp
HALT Peterborough
- meiia
continues to get frequent
coverage for his revolutionary efforts,

inciuding a front-page photo in

+.he

Peterborough Examiner publicizing his
New Year's resolution "to stop getting
angry and losing his cool when talking
to politicians'. Of greater long-term

importance, Bruce is continuing to
recruit and regroup HALT supporters in
Ontario. He is encouraging the
development of several "transition
chapters" in the province as well as
handling individual enquiries.
Bruce's protest against the sales tax
is again officially in the hands of the
Ministry of Revenue. For the second
time, he has been asked for payment of
sales tax which he refused to pay at
point of purchase
now $2.25. He has
- replied that he has
once more officially
no intention of paying and looks
forward to seeing them in court.
In bold recognition of a newsworthy
event, a Hamilton tv station invited
Bruce to join in an "eyeball-to-eyeball
debate" wiih George Ashe, Ontario's
Minister of Revenue. The confrontation
iook place January i9th in the form of
an houriong open-line show. Ashe s
stance appeared to be that Bruce's

rebellion was pointless and his chapter
powerless; it begged the question (and
Bruce obliged): "Then why is the
governmentwasting one of its cabinet
minister's time on a public tv show?"
Predictably, the two debaters were
unable to reach a sympathetic
consensus before the program ended.
In early January,
HALT Vancouver
provincial land assessment
notices
went out, immediately offending
thousands of property owners, and
inspiring HALT Vancouver to issue a
news release urging everyone to appeal
their excessive assessments. (See
Editorial, this issue.) Heavy public
response showed HALT was on the
right track. Follow-up took the form of a
special segment in January's public
meeting programmed for appealers.
Walter Boytinck, in his capacities as
lawyer and homeowner, led the
audience through the appeal process
maze (starting with "take along a good
book; they'll keep you waiting") and
(continued on page 2)
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Two identical houses were built ten
years ago and bought by Joe Cautious

and Charlie Carefree. Cautious does
extensive landscaping, puts a rec room
and bedroom in the basement, and a
covered pool in the back. Carefree on
the other hand never even gets around
to a new coat of paint. As each improvement takes place, Cautious (always a
law-abiding citizen notifies the
municipality and gets all of the legal
permits required. He also gets
reassessed. Today, Cautious has a
home worth twice as much as Carefree.
Result? For his care and improvements,
he pays more taxes, even though both

neighbours use identical government
services.
Or what if, worse yet, Cautious is a

devout ecologist who composts his
carrot-tops, recycles his newspapers
and returns his cans and bottles?
he
- if
still pays for garbage collection. What
he sends his children to a private
school?
he still pays for the public
- and over the message is
one. Over
clear, "Self-reliance not wanted here!"
Cautious is the victim of an archaic
method of billing people for

government services.
We think it's time for an alternative

method. What about billing each taxpayer for what he uses rather than for
what he owns? Such a method would
reward those who practice self-reliance
and responsibility by returning dollars
to their pockets. At the same time, it
would require those who are less
conscientious to pay for their own
negligence. We believe that only a
user-fee system of paying for services is

just.

HALT Across Canada

We also recognize that getting the

general population to accept such a
proposal will not be easy. But we must
start implementing a just system of
paying for government services now or
forever live with a progressively more
and more unaccountable system in
which "free" services bankrupt our
entire nation. Let's start with garbage
collection and road repairs. When we
find ourselves using that method for
schools and health care, we will be all
the way there.
It

Alberta
We salute this month a
- epitomizes the spirit of this
man who
column in his dealings with a
disruptive, repressive government
bureaucracy. Leonard Huyser,
president of Canadian Freightways
Ltd., an Alberta trucking line, utilizes a
two-pronged defense strategy: part
legal, part practical. Suffering to
accommodate a steady stream of
government auditors sent to pore over
C.F.L.'s financial records after the now
defunct Anti-lnflation Board accused
C.F.L. of making excessive profits, Mr.
Huyser finally put his foot down.
Instead of catering to the needs of
these financial ferrets, he began
sending them straight to the cool, dim
basement
where the records are
- service diminished, so did
kept. As the
the number of visits. Not risking a job
half-done, Mr. Huyser inaugurated
detailed record-keeping of every
auditor's visit on the advice of
company lawyers. As to his battle over
excess profits, he was restrained by
C.F.L.'s board of directors from taking
the fight to the Supreme Court and
was advised to settle without litigation.
Ontario
Residents of New Dundee, reeling
under the burden of high mortgage
rates and rising energy prices, recently
seized an opportunity for relief. In
response to Trudeau's recent
announcement that only those in "dire
straits" would receive government

will take time and effort, but it will

be worth it if we have for our efforts a

self-reliant, self-responsible nation; one
whose fundamental political principle is
a dedication to respecting the lives and
properly of others.@

by Richard Bolstler
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offered a few tips on dealing with civil
servants ("shame them; remind them
they're living off your back"). The
meeting was the best attended to date;
at least four were sufficiently impressed
to sign up as HALT members on the
spot.
Vancouver chapter's first cable tv
show has been wrapped up. Under the
"executive direction" of volunteer John
Brohman, the half-hour
interview/editorial program was filmed
in mid-January. Three segments will be
produced before the station assesses
their worthiness for actual air time.
Aiming at controversy in a logical,
well-reasoned vein, the first programs
include an expos6 of Canada's foreign
aid practices, an interview with B.C.'s
new Taxpayers and Voters Parly and
man-on-the-street opinions on hot local
issues.@

ACTION
assistance, these opportunists rushed

to qualify by erecting a graphic reply
on the outskirts of town: "Welcome to
Dire Straits." Isn't that in the eastern
area of the Dominion of Dire Straits?
At a recent public meeting in
Vancouver, Chief Opposition Whip, Bill
Kempling, M.P. from Burlington offered
the following good advice to harried
businessmen.
Before running for parliament, Mr.
Kempling as president of Wheels,
Brakes and Equipment Limited of
Hamilton, Ontario suffered the same
indignities as other small businesses.
His firm, like many others, was
inundated with government requests
for information. Applying his ingenious
business mind, Mr. Kempling found the
way to stem this flow. He purchased a
large stamp bearing the inscription "not
applicable" and proceeded to stamp
one offending survey form "not
applicable" after each question. Shortly
thereafter, Mr. Kempling received a
form letter from Ottawa replying that
they understood their request to be "not

applicable".
This was only Mr. Kempling's first
success. With following surveys, Mr.

Kempling not only stamped each
question but also attached a copy of the
first form letter he had received. With no
apparent trouble, the paper stream
from Ottawa was reduced by sixty per
cent.
Businessmen, your liberation is
within your grasp!@
Events

Public meetings will be held
monthly in cities where there is an
active HALT chapter. At that time, a
competent spokesman will discuss
HALT objectives and methods, its
projects and progress. Everyone is
welcome. A question and answer
period will be part of the meeting
format.

Edmonton: the last Monday of
each month, B:00 p.m. at the
Edmonton lnn, 11830 Kingsway
Avenue. Phone Bruce Vaughan
at 462-0698 for further information.
Vancouver: the last Monday of
each month, 7:30 p.m. at The
Scottish Auditorium, 1605 West 12tl
Avenue. lf you have any questions,
phone 688-2308.

Canada: Poised for Fteedom
.

-

. Once the power of a government has
broken free from the bonds of
convention, as that of Canada's
government unquestionably has, it is
exercised by professional politicians
who are amateurs in the activities they
presume to direcl exploration;
manufacturing; business itself. The
dabbling multiplies untilthe duty of
government
to secure a stable
- free exchange can
society in which
is forgotten. In its place is
flourish
ideology- parading as policy and
coercion for the sake of coercion.
In Canada, it seems, the state is to be
given one more fling at fulfilling a role
for which the British and Swedish
experiences have proved it to be totally
unsuited: directing combinations of
men and materials in activities that lead
to the creation of wealth.
Once again, Canadians are to be
gulled into believing that the process of
Canadianization not only involves them
personally but yields them both
participation in the management and a
share in the ownership of the
expropriated companies.
Let the citizen who swallows this
nonsense try to sell his share of
Petro-Canada, or try to refuse, at the
gas pump or in his heating bill, the levy
of 3r,/z cents per gallon which his
coercive government forces him to pay
for Petro-Canada's purchase of
Petrofina.
Putting the best possible face on this,
and assuming that Pierre Trudeau and
his intimates genuinely believe that
what they are doing is good for the
country, how are they to be persuaded
otherwise? They have three years in
which to complete their socialist
revolution. By 1984 Canada's
government and its labor unions,
Canada's major industries and their
labor unions, will have become
intertwined in a mammoth
concentration of power, forcing up
wages and prices, sapping productivity,
pushing inflation to new levels and the
rest of society to the wall.
The chances are slim. The amateurs
have the power. Compelled by ideology
into an adversary stance, their selected
antagonist is individual enterprise; the
professionals of business and industry
will protest in vain. Even those who
raise their voices
and the few who
have the courage -to do so only
accentuate the reluctance of the rest
-

do so in the knowledge that
government can, and probably will,
make their lives more difficult still.
The conflict, after all, is between
coercion and free choice.
Covernment's power is the power to
coerce. As its power increases so does
coercion spread throughout the society;
so does free choice diminish.
Canada's rewritten constitution is
presented as a triumph for liberty and
human rights when in fact its limits are
on the people, none on their oppressor.
Covernment, it assumes, is not only
beyond reproach, but also beyond the
necessity of having its motives or
policies questioned, let alone made
subject to the will of the people.
In Canada, only government can
initiate referendums. Only government,
with its power to tax, borrow and spend,
with its command of the media and
advertising, can frame the questions it
occasionally deems necessary to give
its policies a semblance of popular
accord.
A gloomy prospect. And yet. . .
Are Canadians really as obtuse as
Pierre l'rudeau presumes? Are
Canadians really taken in by the lies that
are spread to confuse and divide them?
All who subscribe to freedom of the
individual and to individual enterprise
must hope that they are not, that there
is still a majority, as the polls indicate,
opposed to the foolishness.
Lacking, it must be admitted, is a
leader to speak for freedom. But surely
one will appear.
Socialism doesn't work. Robbing
Peter to pay Paul is still robbery. Taxing
the people to pay for the expropriation
of private companies is still theft. Taxing
the people to pay for the propaganda
that confuses and divides them is still
dictatorial.
Of the breakdowns that Canada faces
in public finance, in pension funds,
-and in productivity none is so
threatening as the breakdown
of
morals.
It is wrong for government to do the
things that the Canadian government is
doing, wrong for it to steal, wrong for it
to lie, wrong for it to manipulate the
fears and appetites of Q.uebeckers and
Ontarians into perpetual Liberal
majorities.
George Feifer has written many
articles and seven books about the
Soviet Union. ln Harper's, February

by Kenneth McDonald
1

981 , recording his most recent visit,

he wrote: "The old restraints, old

injunctions, old sense of purpose are
breaking down. This is literally
the people are
demoralizing
- formerly idealistic friend
demoralized. A
seemed to be close to mourning when
he told me that 'Soviet society in its
middle levels is becoming a society of
thieves . . . The assumption that
"everybody steals" is erasing the
nation's sense of right and wrong.' '
ln Britain and Sweden the same
breakdown is visible. Canadians are not
much different from Britons or Swedes,
or for that matter from Russians. When
they are oppressed by government,
they too will seek ways to protect
themselves. Sooner or later immorality
in government will breed immorality in
the people.
We must have government. Given
that the kind of government we have is
the seat of our troubles, what kind of
government ought we to have in its
place?

We might expect it to stop trying to
do the things it is not fitted for and to
devote its energies instead to the things
that only government can do. Thus it
would get out of business and industry
and get into keeping peace and order;
out of antagonizing the neighbors and
into making friends with them; out of
discriminating between different kinds
of people and into securing equality
before the law; out of proliferating laws
that no one can understand and into
simplifying the laws that exist.
It is not because there are not
enough businessmen in government
that it makes such a mess of things, but
because government is mixed up in the
things that only businessmen can do.
Covernment is notoriously bad at
controlling the growth of bureaucracies,
or creating wealth. They are the things
that businessmen have to be good at if
they are to stay in business. That
salutary measurement is what keeps an
economy dynamic. The opposite
the
never-never-land of government is
deficits, inefficiency and inflation
what makes an economy stagnant.
There is more than a chance that the
Canadian government's manifest
incompetence, and the cynical
methods it uses to conceal it, will lead
to a demand for fundamental change. lt
won't happen tomorrow. But it will
happen.@

MSYCOME,
EASYGO
to believe, but for once
HALT is coming out in favour of rent
controlsl Specifically, the federal
government should control how much
it is spending on rent for
accommodation for civil servants. lt
Yes, it's hard

shouldn't be spending any.
But that is not the case with
recently appointed Transpo
commissioner Patrick Reid. The
government is renting a suite for him
in a house in Point Crey, Vancouver
for $4000 a month. They are charging
him a nominal rent of $599. But the
other $3500 is being picked up by
you and me. The rental agent must
have seen the big money boys
coming. The fact that the company
that owns the house has former
The HA.LT Report is produr.:ed
monthly by H.A.L T. 909 Thurlow
Street. Vancouver
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by BillBuckler

Liberal bagman David Mclean as its
president is, of course, purely
coincidental.
Isn't it heartening to know that
whenever a bureaucrat comes up
short, the government will find the
funds to make up for it? Speaker of
the House. Jeanne Sauve. you see. is
a short woman. The Speaker's chair is
rather large. And poor Mrs. Sauve's
feet didn't touch the ground when she
sat on her throne. Now the planners
are designing a hydraulic lift for the
chair so it can be moved up and
down to accommodate any size
Speaker. (A sort of one-size-fits-all
Speaker's chair.) The chair's not the
only thing that will be lifted. About
$SOOO will be lifted from taxpayers'
wallets to pay for it.

The federal department of transport
staging a demonstration in Ottawa
in the name of public safety.
The department will stage a smash

is

between a diesel locomotive and an

automobile "to demonstrate that

railway level crossing gambles are

no-win situations for motorists."
That would appear to be so
self-evident that even someone who
has been betting on the Toronto

Argonauts would be unlikely to wager
on the car.
Nevertheless, taxpayers will be

paying for the demonstration (and the
accompanying media trip to witness
same).

The only way that taxpayers might
benefit is if they had the opportunity
to nominate some passengers for the
car. The list of potential candidates is
almost limitless.
(Reprinted by permission of Ihe
Province.)

An enlightening insight into the high
cost of food in Canada is offered by
Harold Crossman, Chairman of the
Canadian Egg Marketing Board.
According to Mr. Crossman. speaking
of the price of eggs, the consumer
wants to pay a higher price. "You
don t sell any more eggs at 501 a
dozen than you do at70l a dozen."
says Mr. Crossman. It's just this kind
of reasoning that culminates in the
tax-funded Egg Marketing Board
destroying hens to reduce production,
and selling the surplus eggs to the
Middle East at fire-sale prices. Our
marketing board
their savings.
And by the way,- when was the last
time you paid 701 for a dozen eggs?@

HUMAN ACTION TO LIMIT TA)(ES

909 THURLOWSTREET
VANCOWER, B.C.
v6E 1W3
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The Colden Gobbler Award
goes to Brian Smith, B.C.'s Minister of
Education. Mr. Smith recently dropped
a bomb on every property owner in the
province in the form of outrageous tax
assessment notices. [n the midst of a
declining real estate market, these
notices represent a distressing
tendency to fly blind in the face of
reality. Consider these examples:
1. A widow living in Shaughnessy
saw her 1981 assessment of $219.000

;
i

more than double to $451,000;
2. A 91-year-old man had his
assessment raised 62% after he spent
$t200 to install an elevator needed to
move his elderly wife to the top floor of
his house.
These assessments go to finance the
provincial public (you should pardon
the expresson) education system. A
system which has distinguished itself in
recent years in two areas. First, by
providing more teachers at greatly
increased salaries in the face of
declining enrollment. Second, by
providing functional illiterates to B.C.'s
universities at a rate exceeciing 50%.
Whatever Mr. Smith's ministry is
providing, it is noi education.

Since Mr. Smith has gone on record
as being interested in new methods

of

financing education, we have one for
him. It is called the voucher system.
Under this system, a percentage of the
cost of educating a child in the public
education system would be returned to
the parents to be applied to the cost of
tuition at the private school of their
choice. This would have two great
benefits. First. it would introduce the
public education system to
competition, thereby ensuring that the
money they received reflected the
service they provided. Second, it would
ensure that parents who aspired to
having literate children would be able to
afford a decent education for them. @

